**TCTC Library**

**General Author Surveys**

These Sets Provide Overviews of Authors’ Lives and Careers

Note: For similar online sources, go to the Literature Page on our website

*AfriCAn Writers*  (REF PL8010 .A453)

*Ancient Writers: Greece and Rome*  (REF PA3002 .A5)

*British Women Fiction Writers, 1900-1960*  (REF PR888 .W6 B75)

*Caribbean Women Writers*  (REF PR9205 .O5 C37)

*Concise Major 21st-Century Writers*  (REF PN771 .M272)

*Contemporary Novelists*  (REF PR881 .C69)

*Contemporary World Writers*  (REF PN451 .C6235)

*Critical Survey of Long Fiction*  (REF PN3451 .C75)

*Critical Survey of Poetry*  (REF PR502 .C85)

*Critical Survey of Short Fiction*  (REF PN3321 .C7)

*Cyclopedia of World Authors*  (REF PN41 .M26)

*European Authors, 1000-1900*  (REF PN451 .K8)


Gale Contextual Encyclopedia of World Literature  (REF PN41 .G36)

*Guide to French Literature*  (REF PQ41 .L48)

*Latin American Writers*  (REF PQ7081 .A1 L37)

*Latino and Latina Writers*  (REF PS153 .H56 L39)

*Literature of Latin America*  (REF PQ7081 .O33)

*Magill’s Survey of World Literature*  (REF PN523 .M29)

*Major 20th-Century Writers*  (REF PN 771 .M27)

*Modern Japanese Writers*  (REF PL723 .M563)

*Multicultural Writers Since 1945*  (REF PN452 .W88)


*Reference Guide to World Literature*  (REF PN524 .R44)

*Scribner Writers Series*  (TCTC Online Database)

*Supernatural Literature of the World*  (REF PN56 .S8 S86)

*Twayne Companion to Contemporary Literature in English*  (REF PS225 .T88)

*Twentieth Century Authors*  (REF PN771 .K86)

*World Literature Criticism: 1500 to the Present*  (REF PN523 .W67)

*World Writers in English*  (REF PR9080.5 .W67)